Midwest Food Bank

Coloring Activity Book
DELIVER THE FOOD
FOODS I LIKE TO EAT

[Blank thought bubble]

Foods I like to eat

[Drawings of a boy and a girl sitting at a table, each holding a fork and a knife, with empty plates in front of them.]
HEALTHY LIVING WORD SEARCH

BIBLE  HIKE  SMILE
BREAD  JESUS  SUNSHINE
CLEAN  KINDNESS  VEGETABLES
CUP  LOVE  WALK
FISH  OUTSIDE  WASH
FRUIT  SLEEP  WATER
HOW FOOD MAKES US FEEL

Draw another face.
FOOD SUDOKU

HOW TO SOLVE:

Every 2x2 square has 1 carrot, 1 apple, 1 banana, and 1 grape cluster.

Every column and row has 1 carrot, 1 apple, 1 banana, and 1 grape cluster.
Draw what you like in a snack mix. Below are some ideas.
DELIVER THE FOOD: the long route
Rainbow Foods

Draw foods in the rainbow that match the colors of the rainbow: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and purple. Then color in the rainbow.

Example: Draw bananas in the yellow space. Then color that strip yellow.
Back when Jesus was alive, a crowd of people followed him into the wilderness. Only one boy brought food, 5 loaves and 2 fishes. When Jesus asked if anyone brought any food, the boy was willing to share his food. Jesus took five loaves of bread and two fishes and asked God to bless the food. He then directed people to sit and they passed out the food. Everyone was fed and there were leftovers too.

JESUS TAKES OUR SMALL EFFORTS, AND FEEDS THOUSANDS.

JESUS FED OVER 5,000 PEOPLE WITH THAT MEAL.
• = 1 PERSON
I am the only one of me ever made.

Your hands have made me and fashioned me; give me understanding, that I may learn your commandments.

Psalm 119:73
PUZZLE ANSWERS:

DELIVER THE FOOD:
- LONG ROUTE

DELIVER THE FOOD: the long route

FOOD SUDOKU

WORD SEARCH:

- PMCLOVEKELODAY
- BRDJCESZWIUTBS
- HIKEAGLKWATERU
- GDNSTEERCJSVEN
- EFRUITABOIHAS
- WBISFAPNIMDEDH
- ATUSNBIBLEEGWI
- LOPFHLRTPCLEAN
- KINDNESSMILEDOE
- CHWADSERCUPWHN